
Enlightenment & Empowerment of the soul brother facing 
problem and creating protective shield around him. 

Meditation practice: 
                  Sit in comfortable posture and allow your body to relax taking few deep breaths 
and gently releasing any area of tension. Focus your attention at the centre of your 
forehead and try visualize your own self in the form of divine - luminous point of light. 

                 Now affirm that:  “I am a soul a shining point of light different from my physical 
and subtle bodies…Both the bodies are my mere costume or instrument to play my role in 
the world drama...As a soul I am an eternal son of my eternal spiritual father almighty 
SHIVBABA, who is the oceans of all powers and virtues…Today I wish to go to the subtle 
world, attaining double light angelic state, to meet AVAYAKT   BAPDADA and get 
empowered and enriched by him……” 

                 Emerge white screen of shining light in front of you and focus on it. Now project 
on it your complete double light angelic form. Keep on visualizing it till the image is clear 
and stable. Sitting at the centre of the forehead of your   projected subtle body, try to feel 
and enjoy your double light angelic state. Now just fly in the space and proceed towards 
the subtle world leaving behind the earth planet, the whole solar planetary system and 
galaxies. Enjoy this astral journey and leaving behind the corporeal world, enter the 
subtle world   

                 Now affirm that: “I am in subtle world, a world of shining light…what a beautiful 
world it is!!!...BAPDADA is eagerly waiting for me in the beautiful garden…what a nice 
and pleasing garden it is!!!...Now I am sitting just in front of BAPDADA...Oh my sweetest 
BAPDADA, I desire to serve your child, who is facing problem by bestowing him enough 
powers and positive emotions, so that he/ she  may be healed and cured and get out of 
the problem …..My most beloved BABA, please enrich and empower me with your 
powers and values, so that I can share these with my problem facing soul brother…. ” 

                 “Now I feel and experience that BABA is sending powerful vibrations to me and 
with these vibrations I am getting fully charged with various powers like power to face, 
power to tolerate, power to accommodate, power to cooperate…..I am also getting 
charged with positive emotions like selfless love, sympathy, empathy, patience  …Thank 
you very much BAPDADA for fully empowering me…. Now I shall take your leave to share 
these powers and emotions to my needy soul brother…I am now leaving the subtle world 
and re-entering the corporal world stabilizing myself in the space in the angelic state” 

                   Now emerge the soul brother, who needs light and powers, in front of you and 
firmly  affirm: “I am master almighty soul…I am master liberator angel…Powerful 
vibrations of powers and positive emotions are radiating from me and are focused on my 
soul brother…he is  receiving and getting filled with the powers like power to tolerate, 
power to face, power to accommodate along with the positive emotions like patience, 



love, sympathy and empathy…Gradually he is coming out and getting free from the 
problem he is facing …he is  being healed & cured….Now he  has enough strength to face 
the problem …. With new self-confidence & will power, he is now ready to face any 
challenge of life….” 

               Continue to visualize the subject, the soul brother, and send powerful vibration 
of protection towards him. Visualize that these powerful vibrations is creating a bright, 
shining, very powerful protective shield around him. “ Now my fellow soul brother is fully 
safe, secured and protected from all sorts of evils and negativity … With the grace of 
BABA he is being healed, cured and getting out of problem…… Now he is normal in all 
respect….Thank you BABA …. 

                 You may also elaborate your meditation for specific problem of the victim.      

Note: In this way, sitting in solitude and adding your emotion, if this experiment is 
carried out regularly for 2 to3 weeks for any problem facing person, you will certainly get 
the positive result.  
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